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The probability u.'s of muon sticking to a helium fusion product of the 
muon catalyzed fusion (µCF) d + t reactions in the D2 + T2 mixture 

dttt - 4 Heµ. + n 

dtµ - 4 He + n + µ (2) 

determines the maximum number of the d + t reactions initiated by a single 
muon [1] and thus it is the subject of many theoretical and experimental 
investigations (see review in ref. [2]). Due to the smallness of w. (~ 0.00,5) 
the direct observation of the Hett fusion product is rather complicate and 
besides it can be made nmv only at a low tritium concentration [3]. 

The main experimental data on the value of w, have been obtained in 
refs. [4], [.5] by indirect method - from the analysis of the time distributions 
of neutrons from reactions ( 1), (2). These distributions have the well known 
form [1] : 

(3) 

where ,\n = 0.4.55 µ;;;- 1 is the free muon disariperance rate , ,\ is the cycling 
rate of the processes ( 1), (2) and fn is the neutron detection efficiency. The 
obtained results revealed some disagreement between different experimental 
groups and some deviation from the theory predicton. 

As follows from expression (3) for the time distribution of all neutrons, 
both channels of the breaking of the fusion reactions chain are combined in 
one exponential factor so that they cannot be distinguished. It would bi'! 
important to consider a such measuring method which allows one to select 
the events connected with muon sticking. The first step in this direction 
was undertaken by V .Zinov in ref. [8]. A few years ago he suggested to 
consider the distributions of the time intervals between the la:-t detected 
neutron and the moment of mu-decay electron escape. In this special case 
the electron time distribution is the sum of two exponents with sifiiciently 
<liff erent slopes: 

where the va.lue of ,\,, is expressed as 

(5) 

The expression (4) is normalyzed to the number of muons so that its integral 
is equal to the yield of the first ( or the same, last) detected neutrons. The 
ratio of the "slow" ( ,\u) to fast components of it is proportional to the value 
of w 8 /l,, that is to the s.tL~kiI~babilitv in the obse1'Vable cycle. 
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Another possible way to determine the probability !.<.' of muon sticking 
to helium in the JtCF reaction is connected with the measurements of the 
yields of the successively detected ( k-th) events of the fusion reaction prod
uct.s f 61: 

~ J - • k I 

Yk = YdYdl - u..•)j -i = Yk-l ·Ydl - u..•) l6) 

This relation can be transformed to the "'differential form'' for obtaining 
the multiplcity distribution 

f k . . 1. ]k-1 ( ·) = Yk-1 - Yk = yi-[l - yl"(l - 0..1)J•[yi-(l - u.•) , l7) 

or to the "integral form" 
-1 -1 1- u.•= Yl - Y , (8) 

where y is the total yield of the fusion reaction events. Note that as in 
the previous case (neutron time distributions) , one should use the value of 
w = (.(.18 + · · • instead of W 8 to take into account small corrections due to the . 
muon losses in the accompanying d + d and t + t reactions. 

The remarkable feature of eqs.( 6-8) is that they can be applied to the 
determination of w without knowing the detection efficiency of the fusion 
reaction products and of the influence of possible admixtures with Z > · 1. 
The formula ( 6) has been used in ref. [7] for the determination of the 
probability of muon sticking to helium in the t + t fusion reaction. How~ver ,· 
it is hardly possible to obtain on their base the reliable data for the muon 
sticking in reaction d + t because of the smallness of the value of W 8 • It 
follows from the consideration of the problem that one should measure the 
yield of the first detected neutrons with an accuracy of 0.1 % to obtain 
the relative accuracy 10% in the value of w. The necessary statistics can 
be otained rather simply but the problem arises to prove the realibility of 
the data obtained. The problem is complicated due to the fact that in 
this II1;ethod again there is no separation between the events related with 
"sticked" and "unsticked" muons. 

Quite different situation takes place if one consideres the multiplicity 
distribution for each single muon in a definite time interval T in which 
muon does not decay. To satisfy this requirement one should introduce the 
selection criterion 

T < te, (9) 

where te is the time interval between the muon stop and its decay. Then in 
the absence_of sticking the multiplicity distribution has a form of Gaussian 
with the mean number of neutrons (the number of the observable cucles) 

km.ax= rn = €.,,•Ac•T (10) 
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If the sticking is "switched on", this distribution is distorted - an additional 
term arises, falling with k according to formula (7). With the selection (9) 
the expression for the yield of the first detected neutrons in it is described 
by the rather simple formula 

-1 1 ' / Yl = T w fr,, - w ( 11) 

-and it does not depend on .,\c. As value w / fn means the muon losses in the 
observable cycle, the 'relative part of the "unsticked" events in the multi
plicity distrbution must be equal to (1- -w/c.,,r. 

Fig. 1 presents the Monte-Carlo simulated 1nultiplicity distribution for 
the events from the µCF d + t reaction'. Events were' selected according 
to criterion (9) where the value of T was chosen to be T = 2 JL,',I. The 
physical parameters used. in the calculations correspond to the cycle rate 
,\c = 1.50 µs- 1, the neutron detection efficiency was put equal to en = 0.4. As 
seen from the figure, the reliable separation of the "unsticked" events (the 
gaussian peak) from the "sticked'1 events takes place for this distributions. 
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'Figure 1: The simulated neutron multiplicity distribution for the observation interval T = 
2 µs. The curve corresponds to the expression ( 12) with an optimal parameters found from 
the fit. 

The curve in fig. 1 corresponds to the expression 

N(k) = NI"[f(k) +·(1- -w/c.,,r•g(k;rn)], 

. 3 .. 

(12) 



where N, is the total number of tl{e first detected neutrons in the fixed 
time interval T (the sum of IV(k)), /(k) is described by formula (7) with Yi 
according to eq. ( 11) and g(k; m) is Gaussian 

- g(k; m) = exp[-(m - k) 2 /2a2]/[v21r·a] (13) 
Optima.I values of the parameters of the function (12) (N,, w/En, w, m and 
a) were found from the fit. Th,!y are in a very good accordance with one 
used in the Monte-Carlo calculations. One can seen from the figure that 
rather good agreement takes place between the stimulated "distribution and 
the approximation function. 

It follows from our analysis that the_ value of w / En can be reliably de
termined from the fit of the multiplicity distribution. For example, for the 
tot.a.I statistics N 1 = 105 its accuracy is estimated to be less than 0.5%. 
The value of w is also among the variable parameters but the fit is rather 
unsensitive to it .. As in the Zinov's method one must know the detection 
elliciency for determination 9f w. 

We believe that the direct method of the observa~ion of the J(C F reaction 
events considered in the present work would be useful for the indepented 
determination of the muon sticking t.o helium fusio1i product. Note that 
this approach is most effective for the high detection eficiency of the µ.CF 
reactions. Such an opportunity is being provided by the full absorption 
neutron detector [H] which is employed in our experiments. 

The a.mhor is indebted to V.P.Dzhelepov, A.D. Konin, A.I. Rudenko a.nd 
V.G. Zinov for helpful discussions. 
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<l>1t1nbYeHKOB B.B. 
Hos~~ nOAXOi K onpeAeneHl/1~ BepORTHOCTl/1 
np~n111naH1t1R M~oHa K ren111~ 
B peaK41t1RX MIOOHHoro KaTan1113a 

E15-92-315 

8 pa6oTe noKa3aHo, YTO lt13MepeH111e MHOmeCTBeHHOCTl/1 
co6b1T111~ MHoro4111Knosoro M~oHHoro · KaTan1113a Ha onpeAenew· 
HOM BpeMeH~OM lt1HTepsane AaeT BO3MOmHOCTb OTAen1t1Tb (He
nocpeACTBeHHO Ha6n~AaTb) co6~Tlt1R Clt1HTe3a' npepBaHHble 
1113-3a-np111n111naH1t1R M~oHa K ren111~, OT co6b1T1t1~, nocneAo
saTenbHOCTb KOTOpblX o6pblBaeTCR pacnaAOM · MIOOHa. 
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Pa6oTa s~nonHeHa B na6opaTop111111 RAepH~x npo6neM O~~~-

· IlpenpHHT OObeAHHeuuoro HHCTHT)'Ta IIAepHblX HCCJle,IOBaHHH. J:ly6ua 1992 
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In this paper it is shown that the measurements of 
the multiplicity of the µCF events in a definite.-time 
interval makes it possible to distinguish-the fusion 
events interr~~ted_because of· the muon sticking to the 
helium nucleus from those events which are stopped due 
to the muon decay. 

The investigation .has bee·n performed at the Labora
tory of Nuclear Problems, JINR. · 
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